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Power Plant Consulting is all about confirming the facts and providing competent, results oriented
services to:

Identify risks and avoid problems; Manage and mitigate complex issues and conditions; Identify
waste to safely lower operating or execution-installation costs; Bring added value to our client

One of the leading Steel & Power Plant Consultants should be a multi dimensional Company
providing a diverse range of sustainable solutions in the field of Power Supply Industry. Our talented
and motivated staff, all sharing a passion for professional excellence and high standards of care and
service, delivers solutions based upon innovation, commitment and client focuses.

With its rich experience in design and implementation of various type ( coal, lignite, gas, biomass,
renewable, solar ) and sizes ( from 5MW to 500 MW) of Power Plants over the years, Among
leading engineering consultancy firms for the Power Sector, We are proudly associated with some
of the largest Public and Private Sector Institutions for Power Plant Engineering.

Power Plant Consultants offers a variety of Expert services for the Industrial Power Generation
Customer.

Analysis of Availabilty, Reliability and Capacity matters for power generation and other industrial
processes.

Power plant development company that prides itself on exceeding investor's expectations. We
concentrate on high value projects that lead the industry in environmental stewardship and climate
change mitigation.

Power plant developers, provides a complete range of design and engineering services for thermal
power plants, right from concept to commissioning

Power plant Consultants understands the challenges project developers face in evaluating
investments in renewable projects. We help clients clarify and manage uncertainties in energy
resources, project costs, and evolving regulatory, permitting, and retail markets.

Rapid advances in wind turbine and photo-voltaic technologies have condensed the price of electric
energy generated by renewable resources and have produced opportunities for using these
technologies as either stand alone or grid connected production sources. Wind and solar power may
be used in small-scale applications such as residential, as well as large-scale farms. Both of these
energy sources have a major disadvantage compared with predictable resources; they are non-
dispatch able wind does not blow and sun does not shine unavoidably when electric energy is
required. Wind and solar based energy systems need a support source of energy, either through a
correlation to the power association, a backup generator, batteries, or fuel cells. Fuel-cell power
generation is a different rising technology; it is based on the conversion of hydrogen energy into
electric energy through an electro chemical process, which produces DC electricity, heat, and water.

We also understand the risks and challenges posed by siting decisions, particularly when project
benefits may be incompletely understood by the host community. In the context of each project, we
collaborate with clients, constituencies and communities to identify win-win solutions for all.
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Our technical, strategic and public relations services helps positively position renewable power
projects, and the project developer, throughout the feasibility and development phases.

Management and operations consultants possess the experience and knowledge needed to guide
key energy industry stakeholders in their strategic orientation within ever evolving energy markets.
The combination of strategic expertise and operational experience of consultants is valuable in
improving decision-making processes and change- and risk-management as well as in maximizing
reliability, security and economic operation of energy delivery systems from energy source to the
end consumer.
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